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1. AbstratWe present in detail the list of all 71 fae-regular bifaed polyhedra, found in [BD00℄ and givefor them symmetry groups and onstrutions as deorations. All 41 2-isohedral bifaed polyhedra(so, among those 71) are identi�ed, as well as all polyhedra P among those 71, suh that (the1-skeleton of) P or P � embeds isometrially into (the 1-skeleton of) a hyperube Hm or of a half-hyperube 12Hm. The list of all fae-regular bifaed tilings of the Eulidean plane is also presentedand ompared with the list of all 39 2-homeohedral types of suh tilings of ([GLST85℄); there are33 realisable sets of parameters and a ontinuum of fae-regular tilings for 11 of them. All thosetilings are deorations of regular tilings (63), (44) or their trunations.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: primary 52B10; seondary 05B452. IntrodutionWe onsider here fae-regular bifaed polyhedra, i.e. suh k-valent onvex polyhedra with only a-and b-gonal faes (3 � a < b), that eah a-gonal (respetively, b-gonal) fae has the same numberta (respetively, tb ) of a-gonal (respetively, b-gonal) neighbors. For a given polyhedron P , letv; pa; pb; P �; AutP denote the number of verties, the number of a-gonal faes, the number of b-gonal, the dual polyhedron and the group of symmetry. See [Gr�un67℄, [Joh66℄, for example, forthe notions on polyhedra.It was proved in [BD00℄ that all fae-regular bifaed polyhedra are organized in 68 sporadione and 3 in�nite families: prisms Prismb (b � 5), anti-prisms APrismb (b � 4) and barrelsBarrelb (b � 6), i.e. simple 4b-vertex polyhedra with two b-gonal faes, separated by two b-ringsof 5-gons; learly, Barrelb is a deoration of Prismb.The results are presented in the form of Table 1 (illustrated by drawings of polyhedra on Figure2) for 71 polyhedra and, for tilings, Table 2; they are ommented in the setions below.3. 71 polyhedra: onstrutions and deorationsThe 3 in�nite families are represented as Nrs. 15, 61 and 44 in Table 1, by their smallest members.Nrs. 2, 18 of Table 1 an be seen as Barrel3 (the ube, trunated on two opposite verties, isalso alled the Durer otahedron), Barrel4. Barrel5, Prism4, APrism3 are Platoni polyhedra.Prism3 is given under Nr. 1 and not as a ase in Nr. 15 of the Table 1, beause it has di�erent(a; b) and its dual is embeddable.The following operations (deorations) are used for 71 polyhedra (and, in the last two setions,for tilings):�e-mail: mihel.deza�ens.fr



2m-ap: the m-ap of a polyhedron is obtained by putting a pyramid on all m-gonal faes (it isthe dual of the trunation on all verties of degree m).4-triakon: the 4-triakon of a polyhedron is obtained by partitioning eah triangle into a ring of 34-gons, by putting a vertex in the middle and onneting it to the midpoint of every edge inthe boundary.5-triakon: a 5-triakon of a polyhedron is obtained by partitioning eah hexagon into a ring of3 pentagons, by putting a vertex in the middle and onneting it to the midpoint of everyseond edge in the boundary.m-halving: given an even number m, a m-halving of a polyhedron is obtained by putting newedge, onneting the mid-points of opposite edges, on eah m-gon.Nrs. 50, 58 of Table 1 give examples of two di�erent fae-regular bifaed polyhedra, bothoming as 5-triakon of Nr. 22 (trunated Otahedron). Also Nrs. 52, 59 ome both from Nr.50 as di�erent deorations of 6 of its hexagons. Nrs. 35, 45 ome both from Nr. 3 (trunatedtetrahedron)) as 4- and 5-triakon, respetively.Nrs. 3, 45, 48 ome by onseutive 5-triakon; Nrs. 23, 46, 56 ome by onseutive halving ofsome hexagons.The list of 71 polyhedra onsists of (see 8th olumn of Table 1 for details):1) 10 semi-regular ones (trunations of all 5 Platoni solids, both quasi-regular (ubotahedronand iosidodeahedron) and both in�nite families (Prism3, Prismb (b � 5) and Aprismb (b � 4));2) 13 polyhedra obtained as the duals of b-ap of above 10 polyhedra and of 3 twisted forms(of both quasi-regular ones and of rhombiubotahedron);3) 10 partial trunations of the ube (2- (on opposite verties), 6- (all but two opposite verties,4- (4 non-adjaent verties), 4- (4 verties of two opposite edges)) and of the dodeahedron (4-(on 4 verties with pairwise distane 3), 16- (all but above 4 verties), 8- (8 verties with pairwisedistane at least 2), 12- (all but above 8 verties) 8- (2 opposite verties s; s0 and 6 verties of 3edges, on geodesis (s; s0), with pairwise distane 3 between edges), 12- (all but above 8 verties));4) 14 4-triakon of Nrs. 1-14;5) b-ap of 1-, 2- (on 2 opposite verties), 4- (all but 2 opposite verties), 6- (i.e. fully) trunatedotahedron;6) Nrs. 21, 27, 28, 56 are m-halving of, respetively, Nrs. 17, 24, 25, 46; Nrs. 46, 49, 52 arepartial (on some 3, 4, 6 hexagons) 6-halving of Nrs. 23, 48, 50; Nr. 16 (dual of the disphenoid)omes as a partial (on two opposite faes) 4-halving of the ube;7) Nrs. 48, 50 are 5-triakon of Nrs. 45, 22 (Nrs. 45, 48, 60 from 2) above, an be obtained alsoas 5-triakon of trunated Platoni polyhedra, having hexagons);8) Nrs. 67, 68, 59 ome as deorations of the trunated tetrahedron, the trunated ube andthe trunated otahedron;9) Nrs. 64, 65 are obtained by putting (by two di�erent ways) diagonals on 4 4-gons of dualubotahedron, so that those diagonals over all 8 verties of degree 3;10) Nrs. 44, 47, 57 ome as deorations of Nrs 15, 44 (the smallest ase b = 6), 47 (Nrs. 47, 57,62 are organized into alternated onentri rings of a- and b-gons);11) Nr. 23 is a deoration of the ube, Nr. 34 an be seen as a deoration of Nr. 20, or of Nr.1, or of the ube.Nr. 34 omes from Nr. 20 by putting an \H" on all its 6-gonal faes and a quadrangle on all its4-gonal faes; Nr. 59 omes from Nr. 22 by putting an \H" on all its 4-gonal faes and 5-triakonof all its 6-gonal faes.Nrs. 16�; 17�; 18�; 62 are polyhedra with regular faes, having numbers 84, 51, 17, 15 in the listof all 92 suh polyhedra found in [Joh66℄; Nrs.1�; 16�; 17�; 18� and (Prism5)� (the smallest aseof 15�) are all 5 non-Platoni onvex deltahedra.Nrs. 5, 25, 54 are twisted forms of Nrs. 4, 24, 53, respetively; the last 3 are hamfered Platonitetrahedron, ube, dodeahedron, respetively (i.e. they obtained by putting a prism on eah fae,followed by deleting all original edges).4. The symmetry and 41 2-isohedral bifaed polyhedra



3All bifaed fae-regular polyhedra have symmetry groups Dnh; Dnd (for n � 2) or as below (see6th olumn of Table 1 for details):AutP : C3v D3 T Th Td O Oh I IhNumber of polyhedra: 2 7 6 4 9 2 8 1 6Number of 2-isohedral polyhedra: 0 1 3 2 5 2 7 1 5The remaining 23 sporadi bifaed fae-regular polyhedra have symmetry groups:AutP : D2h D2d D3h D3d D4h D4d D5hNumber of polyhedra: 2 3 7 4 4 2 1Number of 2-isohedral polyhedra: 0 1 3 3 4 1 0Using the Euler formula it is easy to hek that any k-valent bifaed (a; b)-polyhedron ful�llspa = 4b� v(2k + 2b� kb)2b� 2aand pb = v(2k + 2a� ka)� 4a2b� 2a :By fae-regularity, papb = b� tba� ta ;implying b� tba� ta = (k � 2 + 4v )b� 2k2k � (k � 2 + 4v )a;i.e. v = 4(2ab� atb � bta)2k(a+ b� ta � tb)� (k � 2)(2ab� atb � bta) :A polyhedron P is alled 2-isohedral , if its symmetry group AutP has exatly two orbits offaes. Clearly, any bifaed 2-isohedral polyhedron P should be fae-regular. Moreover, it shouldsatisfy the onditions:(i) pa; pb divide the order of Aut(P ),(ii) any fae has same 1-orona, i.e. same sequene of gonality (i.e. the number of edges) of itsneighboring faes.We found all 2-isohedral polyhedra in our list of 71 polyhedra (see 7th olumn of Table 1 fordetails). They are: all three in�nite families and 38 sporadi ones. Only Nrs. 25, 46, 52, 65(marked by the sign ! in the 7th olumn of Table 1) among of remaining 30 polyhedra (i.e. ofthose having more than 2 orbits of faes) satisfy (i); their pairs of numbers of orbits of a- andb-gons are (1,2), (2,1), (1,2), (2,2), respetively. For example, Nr. 30 satisfy (ii), but it has twoorbits (of sizes 6 and 12) of 4-gonal faes, whih di�er only on 2-orona (see Figure 1).Comparing with the partition of the list of 71 polyhedra into groups 1)-9), one an see that thelist of 41 2-isohedral bifaed polyhedra onsists of:1') all 10 polyhedra 1),2') all but 4 polyhedra 2), i.e. all but dual b-ap of rhombiubotahedron and of 3 twistedArhimedean polyhedra,3') 5 out of 10 polyhedra 3),4') 6 out of 14 polyhedra 4) (4-triakon of the trunated tetrahedron, of the trunated ube, ofPrism3 and of 3 polyhedra of 3') above,5') all 4 polyhedra 5),6') Nrs. 21, 27 (4-halving) and 16 out of polyhedra 6),7') Nrs. 44, 48, 64, 68.
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Figure 1: Two 2-oronas of 4-gons of the polyhedron Nr. 30Remarks:(i) It is easy to see that the skeletons of all 71 polyhedra are Hamiltonian.(ii) The duals of all 5 non-Platoni onvex deltahedra, as well as all 3 in�nite families - Nrs.15, 44, 61 - are 2-isohedral.(iii) Among largest 3-valent (Nrs. 43, 55, 60 with v = 140) and 4-valent (Nrs. 68, 70, 71 withv = 30) polyhedra of our list of 71, only Nr.43 is not 2-isohedral.(iv) Nrs. 9, 13, 28, 33, 34, 36, 38, 43, 47, 54, 57, 65, for example, have > 3 orbits of faes.5. EmbeddingSine the skeleton of any polyhedron is a planar graph, its possible embedding, isometri up to asale, into the skeleton of a hyperube, is (using a result from [CDGr97℄) up to a sale 1 or 2, i.e.it is the isometri embedding into a hyperube or a half-hyperube. Embeddable graphs embedsinto a hyperube if and only if it is bipartite, i.e. in the ase of bifaed a; b-polyhedra, if and only ifboth a and b are even. Remind that the half-hyperube 12Hm is (in oordinate terms) the set of allbinary m-tuples with even number of ones, two of them being adjaent if their Hamming distaneis 2. The notation P ! Hm (or P ! 12Hm) means that the skeleton of polyhedron P embedsisometrially into m-ube (or m-half-ube); see last two olumns of Table 1 for details. Amongpolyhedra of 3 in�nite families Prismb (b � 5), Barrelb (b � 6), APrismb (b � 4) and their duals,all embeddings are:Prismb ! 12Hb+2 (moreover, Prismb ! H b2+1 for even b), APrismb ! 12Hb+1. Among 71polyhedra P , only Nrs. 1, 2, 62, 66 have both P and P � embeddable. Exatly 9 (respetively, 17)polyhedra P have only P (respetively, only P �) embeddable. All 14 polyhedra with (k; a) = (3; 3)(but none of other polyhedra with k = 3) have embeddable P �. All 108 non-embeddable P; P �(exept hypermetri 17� and 18�, marked by the sign ! in the last olumn of Table 1) does notsatisfy already to 5-gonal inequality, neessary for embedding (see [DGr97a℄, [DGr99℄, [DL97℄,[DS96℄ for related notions and results). All embeddings of P; P � among 68 sporadi polyhedra Pare:Nr:1� ! 12H4; Nr:1! 12H5; Nrs:2�; 62! 12H6; Nrs:3�; 45� ! 12H7;Nrs:2; 4�; 5�; 16; 66! 12H8; Nrs:62�; 63� ! H4; Nrs:6�; 7�; 51� ! 12H10;Nr:66� ! H5; Nrs:10�; 71! 12H12; Nrs:22; 70� ! H6; Nrs:8�; 9� ! 12H14;Nrs:24; 25; 69�! H7; Nr:48! 12H16; Nrs:11�; 12� ! 12H18;Nrs:13�; 53! 12H22; Nr:14� ! 12H26.Bifaed polyhedra with weaker notion of fae-regularity - only -gonal (where  is a or b) faeshave the same number t of -gonal neighbors - were onsidered in [DGr97b℄ and [DGr99℄. Forexample, all fullerenes (i.e. simple polyhedra with with (a; b) = (5; 6)) with �xed t6 or �xed t5 � 2were found. Simple bifaed polyhedra, suh that -gonal faes form a ring (so t = 2) are onsideredin [DGr01℄. Fae-regular polyhedra with more than two types of faes were onsidered in [BD00℄.
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Nr. k a; b v ta; tb Aut 2 orbits Polyhedron P emb. P emb. P�1 3 3,4 6 0,2 D3h + Prism3 1=2H5 1=2H42 3 3,5 12 0,4 D3d + 2-trunated ube 1=2H8 1=2H63 3 3,6 12 0,3 Td + trun.tetrahedron - 1=2H74 3 3,6 16 0,4 Td + 4-trunated ube - 1=2H85 3 3,6 16 0,4 D2h - twisted Nr. 4 - 1=2H86 3 3,6 28 0,5 T + 4-trunated dode. - 1=2H107 3 3,7 20 0,4 D3d + 6-trunated ube - 1=2H108 3 3,7 36 0,5 Th + 8-trunated dode. - 1=2H149 3 3,7 36 0,5 D3 - twisted Nr. 8 - 1=2H1410 3 3,8 24 0,4 Oh + trunated ube - 1=2H1211 3 3,8 44 0,5 Th - 12-trunated dode. - 1=2H1812 3 3,8 44 0,5 D3 - twisted Nr. 11 - 1=2H1813 3 3,9 52 0,5 T - 16-trunated dode. - 1=2H2214 3 3,10 60 0,5 Ih + trun.dodeahedron - 1=2H2615 3 4,b 2b 2,0 Dbd + Prismb, b � 5 1=2Hb+2 -16 3 4,5 12 1,2 D2d + deorated ube 1=2H8 -17 3 4,5 14 0,3 D3h + (b-ap Prism3)� - - !18 3 4,5 16 0,4 D4d + (b-ap Aprism4)� - - !19 3 4,6 14 2,2 D3h + 4-triakon Nr. 1 - -20 3 4,6 20 2,4 D3d + 4-triakon Nr. 2 - -21 3 4,6 20 1,3 D3 + 4-halved Nr. 17 - -22 3 4,6 24 0,3 Oh + trun.otahedron H6 -23 3 4,6 26 1,4 D3h - deorated ube - -24 3 4,6 32 0,4 Oh + (b-ap ubot.)� H7 -25 3 4,6 32 0,4 D3h - ! (b-ap tw.ubot.)� H7 -26 3 4,6 56 0,5 O + (b-ap snub ube)� - -27 3 4,7 44 1,4 Th + 4-halved Nr. 24 - -28 3 4,7 44 1,4 D3 - 4-halved Nr. 25 - -29 3 4,7 44 2,5 T + 4-triakon Nr. 6 - -30 3 4,7 80 0,4 Oh - (b-ap rhombibt.)� - -31 3 4,7 80 0,4 D4d - (b-ap tw.rhombibt.)� - -32 3 4,8 32 2,4 Td + 4-triakon Nr. 4 - -33 3 4,8 32 2,4 D2h - 4-triakon Nr. 5 - -34 3 4,8 80 1,4 D3 - deorated Nr. 20 - -35 3 4,9 28 2,6 Td + 4-triakon Nr. 3 - -36 3 4,9 68 2,4 Th - 4-triakon Nr. 8 - -37 3 4,9 68 2,4 D3 - 4-triakon Nr. 9 - -38 3 4,10 44 2,6 D3d - 4-triakon Nr. 7 - -39 3 4,11 92 2,6 Th - 4-triakon Nr. 11 - -40 3 4,11 92 2,6 D3 - 4-triakon Nr. 12 - -41 3 4,12 56 2,8 Oh + 4-triakon Nr. 10 - -42 3 4,13 116 2,8 T - 4-triakon Nr. 13 - -43 3 4,15 140 2,10 Ih - 4-triakon Nr. 14 - -44 3 5,b 4b 4,0 Dbd + Barrelb, b � 6 - -45 3 5,6 28 3,0 Td + (b-ap trun. tetr.)� - 1=2H746 3 5,6 32 3,2 D3h - ! deorated Nr. 23 - -47 3 5,6 38 2,2 C3v - deorated Barrel6 - -48 3 5,6 44 2,3 T + 5-triakon Nr. 45 1=2H16 -49 3 5,6 52 1,3 T - deorated Nr. 48 - -50 3 5,6 56 2,4 Td - 5-triakon Nr. 22 - -51 3 5,6 60 0,3 Ih + trun.iosahedron - 1=2H1052 3 5,6 68 1,4 Td - ! deorated Nr. 50 - -53 3 5,6 80 0,4 Ih + (b-ap iosido.)� 1=2H22 -54 3 5,6 80 0,4 D5h - (b-ap tw.iosido.)� - -55 3 5,6 140 0,5 I + (b-ap snub dode.)� - -56 3 5,7 44 3,1 D3h - 6-halved Nr. 46 - -57 3 5,7 92 2,2 C3v - deorated Nr. 47 - -58 3 5,8 56 3,0 Oh + (b-ap trun.ube)� - -59 3 5,8 92 3,2 Td - deorated trun.ot. - -60 3 5,10 140 3,0 Ih + (b-ap trun.dode.)� - -61 4 3,b 2b 2,0 Dbd + Aprismb, b � 4 1=2Hb+1 -62 4 3,4 10 2,2 D4h + app. 1-trun.ot. 1=2H6 H463 4 3,4 12 0,0 Oh + ubotahedron - H464 4 3,4 14 1,2 D4h + deorated (ubot:)� - -65 4 3,4 14 1,2 D2d - ! deorated (ubot.)� - -66 4 3,4 14 2,3 D4h + app. 2-trun.ot. 1=2H8 H567 4 3,4 22 1,3 D2d - deorated trun.tetr. - -68 4 3,4 30 0,3 O + deorated trun.ube - -69 4 3,5 22 2,3 D4h + 4-ap 4-trun.ot. - H770 4 3,5 30 0,0 Ih + iosidodeahedron - H671 4 3,6 30 2,3 Oh + 4-ap trun.ot. 1=2H12 -Table 1: All fae-regular bifaed polyhedra
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Nr. 1 Nr. 2 Nr. 3 Nr. 4
Nr. 5 Nr. 6 Nr. 7 Nr. 8
Nr. 9 Nr. 10 Nr. 11 Nr. 12
Nr. 13 Nr. 14 Nr. 15 Nr. 16
Nr. 17 Nr. 18 Nr. 19 Nr. 20
Nr. 21 Nr. 22 Nr. 23 Nr. 24
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Nr. 25 Nr. 26 Nr. 27 Nr. 28
Nr. 29 Nr. 30 Nr. 31 Nr. 32

Nr. 33 Nr. 34 Nr. 35
Nr. 36 Nr. 37 Nr. 38 Nr. 39
Nr. 40 Nr. 41 Nr. 42 Nr. 43
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Nr. 44 Nr. 45 Nr. 46 Nr. 47
Nr. 48 Nr. 49 Nr. 50 Nr. 51
Nr. 52 Nr. 53 Nr. 54 Nr. 55
Nr. 56 Nr. 57 Nr. 58 Nr. 59
Nr. 60 Nr. 61 Nr. 62 Nr. 63
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Nr. 64 Nr. 65 Nr. 66 Nr. 67
Nr. 68 Nr. 69 Nr. 70 Nr. 71Figure 2: The 71 fae-regular bifaed polyhedra6. In�nite fae-regular bifaed polyhedraWe present now all k-valent in�nite a; b-polyhedra (i.e. tilings of Eulidean plane), whih arefae-regular.Of ourse, our k-valent tiling of Eulidean plane by a- and b-gons only, should be normal andbalaned, in the sense of [GLST85℄, [GS85℄. So the limits v = lim v(r;P )t(r;P ) and e = lim e(r;P )t(r;P )for r ! 1 exist (and are �nite) and the Euler's relation for tilings, v � e + 1 = 0, holds. Herev(r; P ); e(r; P ); t(r; P ) denote the number of verties, edges, tiles, respetively, in the path of tiles,orresponding to the irular disk in the plane with enter P and radius r. This Euler formulaimplies that any k-valent tiling by a- and b-gons only, ful�lls (f. formulas in Setion 4)papb = (k � 2)b� 2k2k � (k � 2)aand, by fae-regularity, papb = b� tba� ta :So, we have the equation (in fat, this is equation (4.6.11) in [GS85℄, given there for k-valent2-homeohedral tilings) b� tba� ta = (k � 2)b� 2k2k � (k � 2)a(it is the ase v !1 of the orresponding equation from Setion 4).Following to [GLST85℄ and [GS85℄, all a tiling 2-homeohedral (or topologially 2-tile-transitive)if the faes form two transitivity orbits under the group of ombinatorial (or topologial) self-transformations of the Eulidean plane, that map the tiling onto itself. Suh a tiling is alled,moreover, 2-isohedral if its symmetry group is isomorphi to the group of ombinatorial self-transformations.The list of all 39 2-homeohedral types of k-valent tilings is given in [GLST85℄, pages 135-136,and (with some errors, orreted in Remark below)) in [GS85℄, Figure 4.6.3; see also the pioneeringthesis [L68℄ and the extension of the results in [DHZ90℄. Eah of 39 types represented there bya 2-isohedral tiling. (The tilings with two orbits of edges were onsidered in [GS83℄; they have atmost three orbits of tiles and verties eah.)



10 Remarks:(i) Gr�unbaum ([Gr99℄) indiated that Figure 4.6.3 in [GS85℄ (the list of 39 tilings) ontainsthe following errors, with respet of orreted list, given in [GLST85℄:a) the diagrams 43 83 I and 43 83 III have the same 2-homeohedral type, and so do the dia-grams 53 86 I and 53 86 II ; so only one of two should be inluded;b) two 2-homeohedral types (32 52 10 and 43 83 1, in notations of [GLST85℄) should be added;) on page 188, the seond diagram in the seond row and the left-most diagram in the bottomrow should be interhanged.(ii) Gr�unbaum ([Gr99℄) also asked for enumeration of non-onvex fae-regular polyhedra (thusgiving up the 3-onnetedness, or the requirement that the polyhedra be of genus 0, or both) andalso of those, in whih the two kinds of faes di�er only by their \olor", and, possibly, by thenumber of neighbors of the same olor.(iii) One an show that the p-vetor of any k-valent tiling of Eulidean plane, whih does notontain i-gons with i > i0, satis�es to 3p3 + 2p4 + p5 � 6 for (k; i0) = (3; 6) and to p3 � 4 for(k; i0) = (4; 4).7. The list of fae-regular bifaed tilingsThe main result of this setion is the list of fae-regular bifaed tilings given in Table 2. We hopethat this list is omplete, but (as well as [GLST85℄ say on page 132 about their enumeration ofthe normal 2-homeohedral tilings) we annot be ertain, beause of the large number of ases tobe onsidered, that some possibilities have not been overlooked. The sketh of proof follows.First, one should prove that the 33 parameter sets (k; a; b; ta; tb) of Table 2 are the only re-alizable ones. Main tool is the equation above; it gives a �nite list of possible parameter sets.Further, one ane remove many admissible parameter sets by some ombinatorial and geometriad ho onsiderations (usually, in terms of possible 1- and 2-orona of faes). This messy, ase byase enumeration was used in [GLST85℄), [GS85℄ (and illustrated there by examples) in orderto obtain the list of 2-homeohedral tilings; see also the Appendix in [DFSV00℄. For example, fork = 3; a = 5, all possibilities for parameters (b; ta; tb) are (7; 1; 3); (7; 2; 4); (8; 2; 2); (12; 3; 0) (allrealized by seven 2-isohedral tilings; see Figure 3) and, possibly, ta = 3; tb = 12�b with 8 � b � 11(the ases b = 8; 10; 11 will our; see Figure 6).The seond part is to lassify all fae-regular (ombinatorial types of) tilings for eah of realiz-able 33 parameter sets. All non-existene and uniity results ome by the same ad ho onsidera-tions as above. We list now all existing tilings. All 39 2-homeohedral types (exept Nr. 12, whihis simply 4-triakon of Arhimedean (3:122)) are represented on Figures 4, 5. Now we will list allothers: �rst the sporadi ones and then, in detail, 11 ontinuums.Nrs. 4', 4", 4"', 5 are trunations of (63) on all verties, whih were not trunated in Nrs. 2',2", 2"', 1, respetively.See tilings Nrs. 2', 2", 2"'on Figure 6. Nr. 2' is 2-homeohedral; Nr. 2"omes from (63) bytrunation of pairs of verties of edges from the non-extendable set of edges with minimal distane3; Nr. 2"'omes from (63) by taking eah third zone of 6-gons and trunating pair of oppositeverties of eah 6-gon of the zone (on the diameter perpendiular to the diretion of the zone).Nrs. 7-12 are simply 4-triakon (see the de�nition in Setion 3 above) of Nrs. 1-6, respetively.See tilings Nrs. 20-22 on Figure 6. Nr. 20 omes from (63) by deoration, by the letter H,of eah 6-gon of eah third zone of 6-gons; eah of two vertial lines of H goes in the diretionperpendiular to the diretion of the zone and onnet the midpoints of 2 edges. Nr. 21 omesfrom (63) by the same deoration of eah 6-gon of eah seond zone of 6-gons. Nr. 22 omes from(63) by the following deoration of eah zone of 6-gons: 2 non-deorated 6-gons are followed by5-triakon of 6-gon, above H-deorated 6-gon, 5-triakon of 6-gon, 2 non-deorated 6-gons and so on;the deorations are shifted on two 6-gons on eah seond zone.Finally, we desribe the 11 ontinuums. Eah ontinuum of suh tilings is represented by allin�nite (in both diretions) words over letters u; v, spanned between words (u)1 := :::uuuu::: and(uv)1 := :::uvuv::: (f. the pakings f... and h..p. within ontinuum of Kelvin partitions of3-spae by regular tetrahedra and otahedra). For example, the desription of (the ontinuum) Nr.17 omes by following steps: 1) only two types of 2-orona are possible, 2) eah of those two motives



11should propagate in both diretions on the tiling, 3) denote resulting two sequenes by letters u; vand see the tiling as an in�nite word over u; v. For eah of 11 parameter sets Nr. i, realized bya ontinuum, we denote by Nr:iA; Nr:iB the tilings orresponding to words (u)1; (uv)1; all suhtilings, whih are not 2-homeohedral, are Nrs. 13B; 18B; 26A; 26B (for example, Nr. 18B has 4orbits of faes). Denote by Nr:i the unique tiling outside of the ontinuum, if it exists; thoseare Nrs. 13; 15; 18; 29. Eah of 11 ontinuums an be visualized using de�nition of letters u,vbelow and Figure 5, representing the extremal ases (u)1; (uv)1.Nr. 13 (exept Nr. 13): for eah zone of 8-gons in (4:82), eah 8-gon is ut in half by anew edge, all new edges being parallel. Letters u; v orrespond to zones in whih the diretionof utting edges was SW-NE or NW-SE. This is a ontinuum of di�erent metri realizations ofthe same topologial type; only 13A and 13B are 2-isohedral. Apropos, Nr. 13 orresponds toutting in half all \blak" 8-gons of (4:82) (in a hess-board oloring of all 8-gons) by edge N-S(North-South) and all \white"8-gons by edge W-E (West-East).Nr. 15 is nothing but utting in half eah 4-gon of eah sequene of 4-gons (alternated by linkingedges) in any �xed tiling Nr. 13. The utting edges for any sequene are in the same diretion;the hoie of the diretion does not a�et ombinatorial type.Nr. 16 omes from (4:82) by partitioning it into parallel zones of 8-gons and deorating eahsequene of 4-gons (between two neighboring zones of 8-gons). Namely, eah 4-gon is ut in halfand all utting edges for a �xed sequene are parallel, in one of two, mutually perpendiular,diretions. Letters u; v orrespond eah to one of those two diretions.Nr. 29 (exept Nr. 29, whih is a deoration of (44)) omes from (4:82) by partitioning it into\mixed zones"of 4-gons alternated by 8-gons. On eah 8-gon of eah mixed zone, put a diagonalonneting verties of 4-gons, all diagonals of a �xed mixed zone in the same diretion. There aretwo hoies and let them orrespond to letters u; v. So, the tiling will be partitioned into deorated(u or v) mixed zones. Then put a diagonal in eah 4-gon, so that the valeny of eah vertex beame4. Nr. 24: eah seond vertex of eah seond olumn of verties in (44) is trunated and then allresulting 4-gons are apped. Now shift some olumns (with trunated verties) on one step; theletters u; v orrespond to the hoie \shift or no".Nr. 26: it is a \omplement"of Nr. 24, i.e. it is (44), in whih are trunated (with appingof resulting 4-gons) exatly those verties, whih were not trunated (with apping of resulting4-gons) in order to obtain any �xed tiling Nr. 24.Nr. 25: a tiling is de�ned by translation of a path of verties (in king's move on Z2, i.e. inl1-metri on Z2). The letters u; v orrespond to step by a side (of a 4-gon) or by a diagonal; thenall verties of eah seond (in translation) path are trunated and all resulting 4-gons are apped.Nr. 33: a tiling is de�ned by a path of 4-gons in (44). The letters u; v orrespond to move rightor up; then all 4-gons of eah seond (in translation) path are deorated by diagonals, all in thesame diretion (the hoie of the diretion does not a�et the ombinatorial type; f. Nr. 15).The ontinuums Nrs. 17-19 are desribed in [DFSV00℄; see also Figure 3. A tiling Nr. 19 isde�ned by the translation of a path of pairs of 5-gons. Eah suh path an be seen as a word inletters u; v, where those letters orrespond, respetively, to one of two ways of adjaeny of pairs.A tiling Nr. 17 is de�ned by the translation of a sequene of pairs of 5-gons, alternated by pairsof 7-gons. All edges, separating two 5-gons, of a sequene are supposed to be parallel; the lettersu,v orrespond, as for Nr. 16, to two, mutually perpendiular, diretions.Remark, that for Nrs. 15, 19, 29, 33 the ontinuum an be de�ned over 3 letters; it introduesnew symmetries, new metri realizations, but not a�ets the ombinatorial type.
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Nr. k a; b ta; tb Nr of all Nr. of 2-homeohedral Tilings1 3 3,7 0,6 1 1 16 -trunated (63)2 3 3,8 0,6 3 1 13 -trunated (63)3 3 3,9 0,6 3 3 12 -trunated (63)4 3 3,10 0,6 3 - 23 -trunated (63)5 3 3,11 0,6 1 - 56 -trunated (63)6 3 3,12 0,6 1 1 trun.(63) = (3:122)7 3 4,8 2,6 1 1 4-triakon of Nr.18 3 4,10 2,6 3 1 4-triakon of Nr.29 3 4,12 2,6 3 1 4-triakon of Nr.310 3 4,14 2,6 3 - 4-triakon of Nr.411 3 4,16 2,6 1 - 4-triakon of Nr.512 3 4,18 2,6 1 1 4-triakon of Nr.613 3 4,7 0,5 1(1) + 1 1 + 1 8-halved (4:82)14 3 4,8 0,4 1 1 trun.(44) = (4:82)15 3 4,8 1,5 1+ 1 2 + 1 4-halved Nr.1316 3 4,10 1,4 1 2 4-halved (4:82)17 3 5,7 1,3 1 2 a 6-halved (63)18 3 5,7 2,4 1+ 1 1 + 1 deorated (63)19 3 5,8 2,2 1 2 a 6-halved (63)20 3 5,8 3,4 1 - deorated (63)21 3 5,10 3,2 1 - deorated (63)22 3 5,11 3,1 1 - deorated (63)23 3 5,12 3,0 1 1 a 5-triakon (63)24 4 3,5 2,4 1 2 deorated (44)25 4 3,6 2,4 1 2 deorated (44)26 4 3,7 2,4 1 - deorated (44)27 4 3,8 2,4 1 1 4-apped (4:82)28 4 3,5 0,2 1 1 deorated (44)29 4 3,5 1,3 1+ 1 2 + 1 deorated (44), (4:82)30 4 3,6 0,0 1 1 Arhimedean (3:6:3:6)31 4 3,6 1,2 1 1 deorated (44)32 5 3,4 1,0 1 1 Arhimedean (32:4:3:4)33 5 3,4 2,2 1 2 deorated (44)Table 2: All fae-regular bifaed tilings
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Figure 3: The 3-valent 2-homeohedral types of tilings by 5- and b-gons: Nrs.17A; 17B; 18A; 18; 19B; 19A; 23
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Remarks:(i) The lassi�ation for 11 ontinuums of Table 2 is just an extension of ideas used in [DFSV00℄to lassify ontinuums Nrs. 17-19. Moreover, [DFSV00℄ gives, for tilings Nr. 17, all possiblegroups of symmetry - strip groups p111, p112, p1m1 and plane groups mm (only for Nr:17A),pgg (inluding Nr:17B), pg, p2, p1 - and minimal polyhedral torus or Klein bottle for tilings Nr. 17of eah of those 7 symmetry groups. (See [L68℄, pp.61-72, on the symmetry groups of 2-isohedraltilings.)(ii) Amongst fae-regular bifaed tilings, only Nrs. 6; 14; 30; 32; 33A - Arhimedean plane tilings(3:122), (4:82), (3:6:3:6), (32:4:3:4), (33:42) (with symmetry p6m, p4m, p6m, p4g, mm, respe-tively; unique remaining bifaed Arhimedean tiling (34:6) is not fae-regular) are mosais, i.e.tilings of Eulidean plane by regular polygons; see [DS99℄ for the list of 58 mosais T with embed-
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